CIMT PARENT
TESTIMONIALS
"THE CIMT PROGRAM AT UCP IS AMAZING!"
My girls, Jocelyn and Addison, have mild CP and are left-hand dominant. CIMT helped
all of us to realize just how much they can actually do with their right hands. Post CIMT,
the difference CIMT made is still evident, predominantly in the way the girls now
complete two-handed activities. They can do things like turn on both the hot and cold
water, pump soap, and wash their hands independently now that they were not able to
do prior to CIMT. The growth we witnessed through CIMT is truly remarkable!
DARCIE STRESS, PARENT TO ADDISON AND JOCELYN

"I WAS THRILLED THAT THERE WAS FINALLY A
PROGRAM IN ORANGE COUNTY OFFERING THIS,
AND FEEL SO LUCKY TO HAVE BEEN A PART OF IT."
My son had a stroke in utero and is currently 7 years old. He has VERY limited function
of his hand and we made so many gains. He started not being able to have the
endurance to hold a spoon in his hand for longer than a few seconds and now he can
SCOOP FOOD AND EAT WITH IT! He could not hold a ball and NOW HE CAN THROW IT!
Of all 7 years of occupational therapy this is the most progress that we have seen, and I
can not wait to see how the home program and future therapies continue to build
upon these skills. They meet you where you are at, both in terms of ability and interest
in certain activities. My favorite part was seeing my son finally see that he can do these
things and developing the confidence to try more two-handed skills. I would absolutely
recommend this program to anyone that is looking for a rigorous, fun, and resultsoriented treatment program.
CHELSEA KISER, PARENT TO LUKAS

"I DON'T HAVE THE WORDS TO EXPRESS HOW
GRATEFUL I AM FOR EVERYTHING YOU HAVE
DONE TO HELP MY SON."
Your passion and dedication in helping him these past 3 weeks really shows how much
you love what you do, and I feel extremely lucky to have come across such an amazing
OT like you. You have not only helped my son make so much progress, but you have
taught me and him that he has the potential in gaining new skills that I didn't even
think were possible. Thank you for teaching me so much and because of you I feel that I
can now not only help my son make progress, but also be a better advocate for him. I
have plans in bringing him back for sure, so I hope we get lucky enough to have you as
his OT again in the future. Thank you again and I look forward to giving you positive
update at our follow-ups.
ARACELI ORTIZ, PARENT TO SEBASTIAN

For questions, please contact Frances Pulido, OTR/L, CIMT Coordinator
at (949) 333-6432 or FPulido@ucpoc.org.
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